MATTING
Matting Systems

Rental mats are not only very
expensive but can also be
dangerous. We have all seen
flipping corners and the
creeping action these thin,
rubber-backed mats are
famous for.
You are already vacuuming
these mats daily which
is the bulk of required
maintenance; why not do
your own mats and save
MANY dollars while reducing
your liability due to possible
trip hazards.

Matting

Renting vs. Buying Mats

REDUCE
MAINTENANCE COSTS
WITH PROPER MATTING
There are three types
of entrance matting:
SCRAPER
This is the first line of defense against dirt and
water in a vestibule or inside a building. This mat
should aggressively scrape “big water,” snow,
and sand from your shoes.

WIPER/DRIER
The last line of defense inside a building. This
matting should scrape “small water” from your
shoes, trap and hold fine sand.

WIPER/SCRAPER COMBINATIONS
For entrances that don’t have room for both wiper
and scraper mats, these dual-fibre mats will provide
much better protection than drier mats.

Total Care 3 Mat System
A colour coordinated, high performance 3 mat dirt reduction system designed to
remove, trap and hold up to 85% of tracked in dirt at the front door.
-Each individual mat member has a specific function and each mat may be used
separately to meet specific needs. However, when these matting partners are used in
unison with a minimum of 15’ of total matting, they become a complete line of defense
against mud, snow, dirt and debris.
-The Total Care 3 mat system is offered in 5 carefully selected decorative colours.
Fore-Runner - Scraper
Heavy-duty scraping action removes excess dirt and moisture with an individual’s first two
steps into the facility. Superior scraping surface. Loop construction traps dirt, gravel and
mud, and holds them in the base of the mat. Fade-resistant. Stain-resistant. Slip-resistant,
colour-coordinated vinyl backing/borders. All have coordinated carpet surface and colours.
Cross-Over - Wiper/Scraper
Aggressive dual fiber combination scrapes dirt and absorbs water from shoes with an
individual’s first two steps into your facility. An ideal transitional mat for high traffic
areas. A combination of rough and fine polypropylene olefin fibers scrapes soil and
loosens debris, and at the same time, retains and traps moisture. Dries quickly. Fade
and stain-resistant. Slip-resistant, colour coordinated vinyl backing and borders.
Walk-A-Way - Wiper
Our premium absorbent loop-pile mat provides an excellent, final “two-step” moisture
barrier for your floors. Dense, loop-pile olefin fibers result in a super-absorbent mat that
stops and traps final moisture and dirt. Withstands heavy traffic for long wear. Fast drying
fibers. Fade and stain-resistant. Slip-resistant, colour-coordinated vinyl backing/borders.
Standard Mat Sizes
2’ x 3’
3’ x 4’
3’ x 5’
3’ x 6’
3’ x 10’ 4’ x 6’
4’ x 8’
4’ x 10’
Also available in 3’, 4’ and 6’ rolls. Custom sizes are available.

TOLL FREE - 1-800-461-5455

Walnut

Burgundy

Charcoal

Evergreen

Marlin
Blue
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WaterHog™ Grand Premier – Wiper/Scraper
Unique ridged construction effectively removes and traps dirt and moisture
beneath shoe level. Exclusive rubber-reinforced face nubs prevent from crushingmaintaining high performance and extending product life. Premium polypropylene
fiber system allows fabric to dry quickly and prevents fading and rotting. Green
friendly rubber backing has 25% recycled rubber content. Mats can easily be
vacuumed or hosed off. WaterHog™ Grand Premier’s highly durable attractive
fashion border, combined with the choice of three different configurations of face
design, make it the perfect choice for indoor or outdoor applications. Exclusive
“water dam” allows WaterHog™ Grand Premier to trap dirt and water so they stay
in the mat and off your floor-minimizing slip hazards and floor damage around
the perimeter of the mat.
Half Oval
Half Oval - One End
Half Oval - Two Ends
3’ x 1.8’
3’ x 5.5’ 4’ x 5.9’ 6’ x 7’
3’ x 7.1’ 4’ x 8’
6’ x 10.1’
4’ x 2.3’
3’ x 10’ 4’ x 10.5’ 6’ x 11.6’
3’ x 11.7’ 4’ x 12.6’ 6’ x 14.8’
6’ x 3.3’
3’ x 13.9’ 4 x 14.4’ 6 x 15.4’
3’ x 15.5’ 4’ x 16.5’ 6’ x 18.6’
3’ x 17.7’ 4’ x 18.2’ 6’ x 19.3’
3’ x 19.4’ 4’ x 20.3’ 6’ x 22.4’
3’ x 21.6’ 4’ x 22’ 6’ x 23.1’
3’ x 23.2’
Custom lengths up to 64’ are available.

WaterHog™ Premier/ Premier Fashion – Wiper/Scraper
Ridged construction effectively removes and traps dirt and moisture below shoe
level. Exclusive rubber-reinforced face nubs prevent pole from crushingmaintaining high performance and extending product life. Premium tri-denier
polypropylene fiber system allows fabric to dry quickly while preventing fading
and rotting. Green friendly rubber backing has 25% recycled rubber content. Fifty
percent heavier than WaterHog Classic.
Sizes:
2’ x 3’
3’ x 10’ 4’ x 6’
4’ x 12.2’ 6’ x 6’
6’ x 16’
3’ x 4’
3’ x 12.2’ 4’ x 8.4’ 4’ x 16’ 6’ x 8.4’ 6’ x 20’
3’ x 5’
3’ x 16’
4’ x 10’ 4’ x 20’ 6’ x 12.2’
3’ x 8.4’ 3’ x 20’
Custom lengths available up to 61’ are available.
Indigo

Chestnut
Brown

Southern Black Smoke Grey Ash
Pine

Maroon

Khaki

Regal
Red

DID YOU KNOW?
By utilizing high performance entrance matting on at least 10’ to 15’ as
recommended by the U.S. Green Building Council and the Carpet and
Rug Institute you can capture 85% to 95% of contaminants saving
maintenance dollars and protecting building assets.
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A minimum of 10-15 feet of entrance mats
provide the most effective soil management

ORDER ONLINE AT - www.GlenMartin.ca
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WaterHog™ Logo Inlay – Wiper/Scraper
No set-up charge! Fast service! Put your company logo or any message on the
industry’s finest indoor/outdoor mat. With our unique inlay process, the logo or
message is specially cut out of different carpet colours. These carpet sections are
then pieced together and bonded to a rubber backing to create a beautiful, longlasting and practical image mat for any workplace. Green friendly rubber backing
has 25% recycled rubber content. WaterHog™ inlays are available with rubber border
or Fashion fabric border. Available in the same sizes and colours as WaterHog
Classic.

Classic Impressions™ - Wiper Mats
No set-up charge! Fast service! Orders ship within 7 days from time of final
approval. Our most versatile logo mat yet! Style and quality are combined to
create attractive designs that are printed onto the face of the mat with Andersen’s
state-of-the-art digital printer. The Classic Impressions manufacturing process can
produce the most detailed designs that include small letters and fine details from
a colour palette of 25 beautiful colours. “Phase-In” colours that produce a shaded
effect are possible with Classic Impressions. All Classic Impressions logo mats are
manufactured with a premium static dissipative 100% nylon yarn that is dyed using
Perma-Dye plus StainStopper dyeing technology. Green friendly rubber backing
has 25% recycled rubber content.
Sizes:
2’ x 3’
3’ x 5’
4’ x 6’
5’ x 8’
6’ x 10’
3’ x 4’
3’ x 10’ 4’ x 8’
5’ x 10’ 6’ x 12’
Custom lengths up to 40” are available.

SuperScrape Impressions Logo Mats
Multi-color images are created by moulding a digitally printed polymeric material into
a durable nitrile rubber. Unlimited color options available. Photo-realistic images, printed
ready artwork, tones and shades are all produced with unparalleled detail and clarity.
You may also select from our standard palette featuring 25 vibrant colors. Impervious
to sunlight, these long lasting logo mats perform beautifully in all types of environments.
Resistant to oils and chemicals. Suitable for indoor or outdoor use, the high-traction
surface effectively removes and traps tough dirt, grime, and water from shoes.
Sizes
2.5’ x 3’ 3’ x 5’
3’ x 10’ 4’ x 6’
4’ x 8’
6’ x 6’
6’ x 8’

LOGO MATS
Promote a Positive Image
Custom designed logo mats are a unique way to promote a company’s
image. Logos or other images can be replicated on the face of numerous
styles of mats. Most without any setup charge. Logo mats add a
professional look to any entrance, while acting as a further barrier to
keep contaminants from entering the facility.
TOLL FREE - 1-800-461-5455
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WaterHog™ Classic – Wiper/Scraper
Unique ridged construction effectively removes and traps dirt and moisture.
Exclusive rubber-reinforced face nubs prevent pile from crushing, extending
product life. Anti- static 100% premium polypropylene. Fabric dries quickly; won’t
fade or rot. Can easily be vacuumed or hosed out. Green friendly rubber backing
has 25% recycled rubber content. Exclusive “water dam” allows the WaterHog™
Classic mat to hold up to 1 ½ gallons of water per square yard; water and dirt stay
in the mat. Cleaning is easy! Simply use vacuum and extraction cleaning methods;
or hose WaterHog Classic off with water and hang dry.
Sizes:
2’ x 3’
3’ x 10’ 4’ x 6’
4’ x 12’ 6’ x 8’
6’ x 16’
3’ x 4’
3’ x 12’
4’ x 8’
4’ x 16’ 6’ x 12
6’ x 20’
3’ x 5’
3’ x 16’
4’ x 10’ 4’ x 20’
3’ x 8’
3’ x 20’
Red/Black

Medium
Grey

Dark Brown

Medium
Blue

Evergreen

Medium
Brown

Charcoal

Bordeaux

Bluestone

Navy

Pebble Brown

Walnut

Burgundy

Red

Grey

Charcoal

Evergreen

Steel Blue

Navy Blue

Custom lengths available up to 61’ are available.

Designer Colour Mat - Wiper
An all-purpose moisture control mat at an economical price. Highly absorbent,
continuous filament olefin fibers. Stain-resistant, fade-resistant. Slip-resistant vinyl
backing. Medium profile will fit under most doors.
Standard Mat Sizes
Standard Roll Sizes
2’ x 3’
3’ x 10’
3’ x 60’
3’ x 4’
4’ x 6’
4’ x 60’
3’ x 5’
4’ x 8’
6’ x 60’
3’ x 6’
4’ x 10’
Custom lengths are available.

Chevron Scraper Mat
Coarse, bi-level carpeting with a herringbone-style surface. The decorative
Chevron V pattern enables this mat to perform well in multi-directional traffic
areas. The 100% polypropylene fibres are resistant to ice melts, salts, chlorine,
petroleum products and mold and mildew.
Standard Mat Sizes
Standard Roll Sizes
2’ x 3’
3’ x 10’
3’ x 60’
3’ x 4’
4’ x 6’
4’ x 60’
3’ x 5’
4’ x 8’
6’ x 60’
3’ x 6’
4’ x 10’
Custom lengths are available.
Brown

Burgundy

Charcoal

Steel Blue

Green

Ribbed Scraper Mat
Coarse, bi-level matting in a ribbed design. The rough surface gently scrapes and
brushes debris and moisture channeling and trapping between ribs. The 100%
polypropylene fibres are resistant to ice melts, salts, chlorine, petroleum products
and mold and mildew.
Standard Mat Sizes
Standard Roll Sizes
2’ x 3’
3’ x 6’
4’ x 8’
3’ x 60’
3’ x 4’
3’ x 10’ 4’ x 10’
4’ x 60’
3’ x 5’
4’ x 6’
6’ x 60’
Custom lengths are available.
Charcoal
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Red

Blue

Grey

Green
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Tire-Track™ - Wiper/Scraper Mat
Exclusive high/low needle punch coarse fibre surface with a superior vinyl backing
for heavy and multi-directional traffic applications. Coarse fibers in a tire track
pattern scrape shoes effectively. Dirt falls between tracks so surface keeps working.
The mat surface is 100% polypropylene which allows for better water absorption,
quicker drying and long lasting appearance.
Standard Mat Sizes
Standard Roll Sizes
2’ x 3’
3’ x 6’
4’ x 8’
3’ x 60’
3’ x 4’
3’ x 10’ 4’ x 10’
4’ x 60’
3’ x 5’
4’ x 6’
6’ x 60’
Custom lengths are available.
Brown

Beige

Anthracite

Grey

Grey

Red

Blue

Black

SuperScrape Scraper Mat
Designed for indoor/outdoor use, this mat effectively scrapes tough dirt and grime
off feet. Durable nitrile-rubber mat provides a slip-resistant surface. SuperScrape
mats are UV stable and resists breaking down in sunlight. Green friendly rubber
mat has 20% recycled rubber content. 100% nitrile rubber makes SuperScrape ideal
for kitchens, locker rooms, slippery inclines, restaurants, production areas and
outside entrances.
3’ x 5’
3’ x 10’ 4’ x 6’
4’ x 8’
6’ x 8’

Diamond Deluxe™ - Scraper Mat
Embossed diamond pattern on the top of surface provides superior scraping
action. Dual-colour vinyl loop construction hides dirt. Shake or hose clean. Colourcoordinated edging available. Foam-backed matting catches and conceals dirt and
moisture to flow through for easy cleaning. Medium-Duty Backed and Unbacked
both have a two year warranty. Heavy-Duty Backed and Unbacked both have a
three year warranty.
Standard Mat Sizes 3’ x 5’
4’ x 6’
Standard Roll Sizes 3’ x 20’ 4’ x 20’
Custom sizes are available.

Nipple Mat - Scraper
Fast action from heavy-duty rubber fingers. A high-quality rubber mat that provides
exceptional scraping action to trap dirt and moisture. Designed for outdoor use.
Thousands of flexible, rubber bristles scrape moisture and dirt from shoes. Fade
and stain-resistant. Beveled safety edges deter tripping. Slip-resistant back with a
5/8” overall thickness.
24” x 32” 28” x 42” 30” x 36” 36” x 70”

TOLL FREE - 1-800-461-5455
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HogHeaven™ Anti-Fatigue
Solid nitrile rubber surface for better chemical resistance. Textured nitrile rubber
surface for superior slip resistance. Closed-cell nitrile/PVC cushion backing
provides long-lasting comfort without breaking down. One hundred percent nitrile
rubber border remains flexible for the life of the product and will not crack or
curl. Mat contains 25% recycled rubber content. Hog Heaven is available in two
thicknesses: 5/8” and 7/8”. Available in black and OSHA-approved striped border
colours.
Sizes:
2’ x 3’
3’ x 5’
3’ x 12’
4’ x 6’
5 2/5’ x 8’
Custom lengths up to 67’ are available.

Black

Caution
Yellow

Warning
Orange

Danger
Red

Safety
Green

Happy Feet Anti-Fatigue
Texture-Top: For dry to damp areas where traction is unnecessary. Easy-to-clean
surface.
Grip-Top: For wet areas where maximum traction and/or scraping is needed.
Features a dense cushion encapsulated within solid, nitrile rubber to protect
against deterioration. Highly resistant to chemicals, animal fats and petroleum
products. Heel-resistant. Anti-static, conductive, and safe for use in computer
rooms and electrical part manufacturers. Versatile; may be used in wet as well as
dry environments. Nitrile rubber gripper backs to minimize mat movement and
maximize safety. Mat contains 25% recycled rubber content. Low profile and
beveled borders for added safety. Rubber borders will not curl up and break off.
Sizes:
2’ x 3’
3’ x 5’
3’ x 10’

Comfort King Supreme
A second-generation vinyl sponge designed and engineered to exceed the
performance properties of all other vinyl sponges on the market. Exclusive Zedlan™
anti-fatigue product that combines softness, resilience and durability for
exceptional relief from standing fatigue. The static dissipative properties make it
the product of choice for static sensitive environments. Durable, slip resistant
pebble surface lasts twice as long as standard vinyl foam pebble mats and three
times as long as standard vinyl ribbed mats.
Standard Mat Sizes
Standard Roll Sizes
2’ x 3’
3’ x 10’
2’ x 60’ 4’ x 60’
3’ x 4’
4’ x 6’
3’ x 60’ 6’ x 60
3’ x 5’

Blue

Black

Steel Grey

ANTI-FATIGUE MATS
Enhance Comfort and Increase Productivity
Anti-Fatigue mats are available in a wide range of sizes, weights and materials. It has been
proven that the proper use of anti-fatigue mats can enhance worker productivity by over
20%. These mats are designed for use whenever workers spend time standing and will help
to eliminate muscular skeletal disorders.
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Tuff Spun Anti-Fatigue Matting
This product is a 100% chemically blown PVC sponge foam designed to provide
good Anti-Fatigue benefits. Wear-Bonded™ Tuff-Spun® has a heavy duty top surface
layer for improved abrasion resistance and wear over a low density vinyl foam for
improved comfort and anti-fatigue benefits.
Standard Mat Sizes
Standard Roll Sizes
2’ x 3’
3’ x 10’
2’ x 60’
3’ x 4’
4’ x 6’
3’ x 60’
3’ x 5’
4’ x 60’

Black

Grey

Comfort Flow Anti-Fatigue
Lighter in weight for easier handling. Fully launderable mat that performs great as
an anti-fatigue mat and as a flow-through mat in wet or dry environments.
Constructed of 100% high density closed cell nitrile rubber cushion which is far
superior in grease and oil resistance than other “grease proof” mats. Provides
excellent anti-fatigue properties for added employee comfort and improved
ergonomics, improved employee morale and productivity. Low profile, 3/8” thick,
and slip-resistant surface reduces slip and fall accidents. Non-skid backing keeps
mat in place. Anti-microbial treated against degradation from micro-organisms and
minimizes mats being a source of odours.
Sizes:

2’ x 3’

3’ x 5’

3’ x 9’

4’ x 6’

Safety Step
A vulcanized rubber 3' x 3' modular mat with circular drain holes and a multi-nib
backing. The multi-nib backing provides aeration so that floors can dry quickly and
adds to the anti-fatigue properties. Built-in connectors on one side allow easy
assembly of mats for larger areas.
3’ x 3’ tiles each

Safewalk Light
A vulcanized rubber mat with circular drainage holes and raised surface ribs. The
raised surface ribs provide excellent traction reducing the hazards of slipping and
tripping. Clean-up and handling time is less due to the mats lightweight
construction. Large circular openings allow liquid and debris to drain, keeping the
surface of the mat dry and not slippery.
Sizes:
3’ x 5’
3’ x 10’ 3’ x 15’
3’ x 20’

TOLL FREE - 1-800-461-5455
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